
ALTCP.org Launches Revamped Website
ALTCP.org launches new website that
makes planning for long term care quick
and easy.

FORT MYERS, FLORIDA, UNITED
STATES, October 26, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Focusing more on

interactivity, the new website is set to simplify user experience as customers plan for their long term
care.

The Association for Long Term Care Planning (ALTCP.org) launches its newly updated website,
www.altcp.org. Designed to cater to customers across different age groups, the site is remodeled to
provide visitors with the ultimate user experience. From accessible resources and tools to interactive
pages that guide individuals in planning through a tailored approach, this platform is set to make long
term care planning quick, easy, and comprehensive.  

With accessibility and interactivity in mind, the website now features an interactive Long Term Care
Planning Quiz, which provides participants step-by-step instructions on planning through a series of
easy-to-answer questions. It also provides an interactive map that shows its readers the most recent
costs of care in every state in America. New updates also include in-depth materials on long term
care insurance, access to long term care insurance quotes with quick turnaround time, and contact
information of service locators in various areas. The site also supplies caregiver resources and
support information. 

Furthermore, each page of the site was revamped to enhance navigation and functionality. 

It cannot be stressed enough how long term care planning is not only beneficial but necessary for all
Americans. So many people see long term care planning as unnecessary because of the notion that
families are more than enough to provide the care that we may need. “With this kind of thinking, we
put our loved ones and ourselves in a very compromising position,” ALTCP.org founder and LTC
Global COO  Sukhjit Bassi shares. He further adds that, “through this website, we wish to assist
readers in realizing why they need to have a plan, and why they need to start now.”

About ALTCP.org

ALTCP.org is dedicated to spreading awareness about the importance of having a well-constructed
long term care plan. Driven to promote self-education on the necessity of long term care planning,
ALTCP.org strives to provide clients a one-stop information hub that eases the planning process. 

For long term care insurance inquiries and quote requests, you may visit www.altcp.org/long-term-
care-insurance-quote.
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